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Abstract :The majority of the individual neutron monitorings presents an energy range

(10 keV - 500 keV) where the measure is uncorrect. For electronic devices, this problem is

due to their high y sensitivity.

In order to solve this problem, a microelectronic structure design for neutron

spectrometry is now being studied at LEPOFI. Basically it consists in analysing the total

energy which is deposited by 6Li (n, a) 3H or 10B (n, a ) 7Li reactions in silicon detectors.

A new electronic sensor - for example a boron or lithium sandwich device <*) - has

been realized in collaboration with LAAS. Specific techniques for silicon sensors coating

with boron have been developped and are briefly presented.

The response has been computed thanks to a model and a code developped at

LEPOFI. Several parameters have been taken into account in the calculations : the nature of

layer, its thickness, the characteristics of detectors. The energy distribution of pulses has been

calculated.



INTRODUCTION

Fast neutron dosimetry is generally based on the detection of recoil protons from

an hydrogenous converter which can be specific or part of the detector itself (solid state

nuclear track detectors) <2>. A few tenth of micrometers thickness leads to a response (tracks

or pulses per square centimeter per millisievert) almost independent of neutron energy <3).

Additionnally, thermal neutron dosimetry can be realized by adding 10B or 6Li on the

converter. Nevertheless the whole energy range is not correctly covered, particularly the

10 keV - 500 keV domain.

For this range, the development of research on active neutron dosimetry has

shown that the main drawback of electronic devices is their y sensitivity <4> (figure 1). In

terms of dose equivalent the gamma component of mixed fields of interest is almost equal to

the neutron one, whereas a cutoff at 150 keV, for the same dose equivalent, the number of

gamma pulses delivered by a diode can be 400 times greater than the number of neutron

pulses <5>. The differential measurements proposed by our laboratory <6- 7> improve the neutron

pulses discrimination, thus reduce the neutron energy threshold, but become inoperative when

the gamma component is too important.

In order to solve this problem, several methods have been proposed or are in

progress in the frame of a CEC contract:

- an increase of the neutron signal thanks to a slowing down of neutrons

combined with their detection through a nuclear reaction W ;

- a decrease of the y pulses by removing all high Z parts of the sensor which

produce most of the Compton electrons;

- the analysis and discrimination of the rise times of the neutron and gamma

pulses(9).

A reduced size of the detecting volume (depleted zone in an integrated transistor)

has also been studied through the use of SRAM <10- n>.



An alternative is now being studied at LEPOFI University of LIMOGES -

FRANCE in collaboration with LAAS CNRS TOULOUSE - FRANCE, with the aim is to

characterize the neutron field. The studied device works as a spectrometer based on 10B (n, a)

7Li or 6Li (n, a ) 3H reactions. The reaction products are detected in coincidence. This

coincidence detection is combined with an electronic threshold to eliminate the gamma

background of realistic fields. It is now too early to foresee the possibilities of this device and

the present paper intends to present the first studies of the sensor. Two basic questions, which

imply many others, are : is it possible to study then develop the device as a spectrometer, a

dosemeter or both ? Will microelectronic technology be able to realize the sensor and, if a

individual monitoring is wished, to integrate all the functions necessary for signal analysis ?

The results and analyses proposed in this paper concern a preliminary study which

wishes to show that the device is feasible and could work properly. This first step includes

the modeling of the device and Monte-Carlo calculations of the properties, as well as the

realization of a basic first prototype.

PRINCIPLE

The sensor

A diagram of the sensor is given on figure 2. It is composed of two facing diodes

between which is a layer of boron 10 or lithium 6. These two elements are well adapted to

microelectronic technologies. For this first approach, the use of boron (coating, etching...)

being more mastered than that of lithium, 10B was chosen for the realization of the first

prototype. Nevertheless the results of calculations that are presented concern lithium as well

as boron.

The parameters influencing the response of the structure proposed in figure 2 are

the following :
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- the amount of reactive product which defines the sensitivity of the sensor.

The area of the boron or lithium layer is limited by the area of usual wafers available for

microelectronic chips. It is obvious that an increasing of layer thickness produces an

absorption of the particles from nuclear reactions that occur inside the layer. One can easily

foresee that spectrometric properties need a layer as thin as possible not compatible with the

need of high sensitivity necessary for dosimetry.

- the thickness of the dead layer of the detecting diodes. It must be

minimized since it always acts as an absorber of the energy of the recoils, and it is obvious

that these particles, if they have a very oblique trajectory, loose an important part of their

energy, or even can be absorbed.

- the thickness of the depleted layer must be adapted to the range of the

most energetic particles crossing normaly the various layers. For calculations this condition is

supposed to be realized.

- the bulk of the wafer is supposed not to have any influence on the

response of the sensor.

Detection electronics

It is an usual coincidence system (figure 3). Several possibilities have been

prepared for experiments which allow to measure the spectra on each detector or, by

summing the pulses from both detectors, to get the distribution of the total energy of the

nuclear reaction particles.

MODELING THE RESPONSE

The sensor response has been modeled thanks to Monte-Carlo calculation codes

developped in our laboratory. ENDF B VI library taken from NEA has been used for neutron

data. The stopping power for secondary particles in the different materials of the sensor have

been calculated using TRIM-91 program.
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The response must be calculated for monoenergetic neutrons (from thermal up to

several MeV) as well as for spectra. For thermal neutrons the problem is rather simple, the

reaction being isotropic. The results are available and are presented.

For fast neutrons the isotropy of the reaction is no longer realized and the

corresponding laws must be used. The response in spectra (sources, realistic fields) can be

calculated using the same method. The modeling of the experimental pulse spectra needs to

take into account the response of the electronic measuring device. All these points are now

being studied.

The influence of albedo spectra when a phantom is used cannot be calculated for

the moment as, as far as we know, these spectra have never been calculated or at least, not

published.

So, the results we are now going to analyze concern thermal neutrons, and the

spectra are the distributions of the energy which is deposited in depleted layers even if the

term "pulse" spectrum is sometimes used. The resolution has not been taken into account and

the widening of the peaks does not appear. We shall examine in turn the role of the

parameters previously introduced : the dead layer, the reactive layer.

The dead layer

The assumptions that are necessary to show the role of the dead layer are simple :

boron or lithium atoms on which the nuclear reactions occur are concentrated in an infinitely

thin layer on the common surface of the two facing diodes. The reaction being isotropic, an

emission angle is chosen at random. The particles are followed and the energy which is lost in

the dead layer deduced from the initial energy. The distribution of the remaining energy is

calculated. 10 keV energy steps have been used, and 10, 50, 100, 200, 500 nm thick dead

zones have been considered, the thickness for usual diodes lying in this range. 105

interactions have been simulated. Sometimes this leads to visible statistical fluctuations but

does not disturb the analysis, interpretation and understanding of the phenomena. Only few

results among the great number of spectra calculated are presented.



Figures 4 and 5 show results concerning 10B. The 3 first (4-a, b, c) are spectra

detected by one of the diodes for 10, 100 and 500 nm thick dead layers. 100 and 500 nm

results have been zoomed to underscore the modifications of the spectra by an increasing

thickness of dead zone. Peaks of the two particles 2He and ^Li of fundamental and excited

states of the reaction appear clearly. As the thickness increases two effects can be noted. Low

energy pulses appear due to particles having had a long path in the dead layer. The maximum

energy of the peak is also modified : for the 7Li from the excited state, and 10 nm dead layer

thickness, this maximum energy stays close to the basic 840 keV but decreases to 790 keV for

100 nm and falls down to 590 keV for 500 nm. The differences between these energies and

the initial energy of the lithium correspond to the loss when the particle crosses

perpendicularly the layer . Whatever the thickness, for the 1010 keV peak of the 7Li from the

fundamental state, the loss is similar (1010 keV -» 750 keV at 500 nm) due to a similar LET

in this energy range.

The distribution of the total energy deposited in coincidence by one nuclear

reaction has also been calculated for all the thicknesses already mentionned. An example is

given in figure 5. The two possible values (Q = 2.31 MeV and Q = 2.79 MeV) appear and the

zoomed part of the spectrum shows the details. In order to quantify the spectrum modification

we have calculated the number of pulses having an energy lower than 0.95 Emax where Emax

is the maximum energy of the peak; results are given in table 1.

Figures 6 to 7 show the results for a 6Li reactive layer. As for 10B the 3 first

illustrate the role of the dead layer thickness on the two peaks (the reaction has no excited

state) detected by one of the diodes. The comments on 10B results remain valid for 6Li, but

spectra are less disturbed.
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The differences in the modifications can obviously be explained by the nature and

energy of the particles : being lighter and more energetic than the 7Li recoil, the 3H has a

lower LET. The comparison of the energy of the a particles of the two reactions leads to the

same conclusion.

The reactive layer

Its thickness effect appears on figures 8 and 9 for 10B and 10 and 11 for 6Li. The

corresponding calculations have, at the same time, taken into account the roles of the dead

zone and of the reactive layer. They lead to the spectra of the deposited energy as it occurs in

the structure of figure 2. The flattening of the peaks is explained by nuclear reactions

occuring at random inside the reactive layer. This could be divided into elementary layers,

each of them producing a contribution to the final spectrum. The sum of these elementary

spectra wich are shifted from each other consists in a flattened final distribution. Figure 9

gives the spectrum of the total energy deposited in coincidence for 100 nm of 10B in

100 nm dead zone diodes. The same conditions for 6Li give the results plotted on figure 11.

For the reasons previously presented, the spectra are less disturbed in the second case.

The global analysis of the results shows that the thicknesses of the reactive layer

and of the dead layer give the spectrometric properties of the device ; in these conditions the

device must be realized with diodes having an as thin as possible dead layer. For neutron

dosimetry the condition of a thin reactive layer could lead to a too low sensitivity. More

complete studies including fast neutron response calculations are in progress. They will

indicate if spectrometry and dosimetry with such a device are compatible aims. Nevertheless,

in spite of the lack of calculated results for high energies the realization of a prototype of the

sensor has been undertaken. As indicated, the boron technology has appeared to the more

simple and suitable to develop a prototype for feasibility studies as described now.



REALIZATION OF THE SENSOR

The detector currently under investigation is schematized on figure 2. It is made

of two ion implanted P+-N diodes which are identical but one of them has received a 10B

deposition over the central region. Critical points in the fabrication process are the junction

depths in the active area, Boron deposition and etching and finally the diodes alignement. In

order to ensure a dead layer as thin as possible the P+ regions outside the metal-

semiconductor contact are obtained by a BF2 implantation at low energy. The Boron etching

is done by Reactive Ion Etching and the etching rate and the selectivity with respect to SiO2

have been found satisfactory. Finally the alignement of the diodes is made by Infrared

Radiography. The area of the active region is 2.25 cm2.

CONCLUSION

In order to check our calculations and verify the properties theoretically

established, several sensors having different thicknesses of reactive layer are now being

realized. As previously outlined one of the major question about this device is its sensitivity.

As an albedo dosemeter this sensitivity could be great enough since for a 100 nm thick 10B

layer, it is 4.5-105 pulses /mSv for a 1 cm2 sensor. For fast neutrons, a first approximation can

be calculated through cross sections of 10B, but without taking into account important

problems such as fast neutron pulses discrimination, non isotropic reaction... The sensitivity

which was calculated for lcm2 of sensor is about 400 pulses /mSv at 15 keV and respectively

63 and 27 pulses /mSv at 50 and 100 keV.
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Figure 1 : 7 response of one diode.

Figure 2 : Schematized view of the detector.

Figure 3 : Schematic diagram of electronic neutron dosemeter.

Figure 4 : Spectrum from one diode with a boron 10 reactive layer :

a - dead zone thickness : 10 nm

b - dead zone thickness : 100 nm + zoom

c - dead zone thickness: 500 nm + zoom.

Figure 5 : Distribution of the total energy deposited in the sensor for 100 nm dead zone

thickness and a boron 10 reactive layer.

Figure 6 : Spectrum from one diode with a lithium 6 reactive layer:

a - dead zone thickness : 10 nm

b - dead zone thickness : 100 nm + zoom

c - dead zone thickness : 500 nm + zoom.

Figure 7 : Distribution of the total energy deposited in the sensor for 100 nm dead zone

thickness and a lithium 6 reactive layer.

Figure 8 : Spectrum from one diode for a 100 nm dead zone thickness :

a - Boron thickness : 100 nm

b - Boron thickness : 500 nm.

Figure 9 : Distribution of the total energy deposited in the sensor for 100 nm dead zone

thickness and 100 nm boron thickness.

Figure 10 : Spectrum from one diode for a 100 nm dead zone thickness :

a - Lithium thickness : 100 nm

b - Lithium thickness : 500 nm.

Figure 11 : Distribution of the total energy deposited in the sensor for 100 nm dead zone

thickness and 100 nm lithium thickness.

Table 1 : Ratio of the number of pulses between 0 and 0.9Emax (or 0.95-Emax) to the total

number of pulses.
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Emax

2.24 MeV

2.72 MeV

4.76 MeV

0.90 * Emax

5%

1.9%

1.7%

0.95 • Emax

10.8%

6.5%

3.1%
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